


CHRIST (Deemed to be University)

CHRIST (Deemed to be University) is born out of the educational vision of St Kuriakose Chavara (1805-1871), a visionary

who founded the Carmelites of Mary Immaculate (CMI) congregation in 1831 in South India. CHRIST (Deemed to be

University) made a humble beginning on 15 July 1969 as an affiliated college, with the Vision of ‘Excellence and Service’

with four programmes, 379 students, 20 teaching and 8 non-teaching staff. It was a long cherished dream realized through

the untiring efforts of Bishop Jonas Thaliath CMI that made the founding of this Institution possible. It became a preferred

educational institution in the city of Bangalore within the first three decades.

From 1990 onwards it reached newer milestones with introduction of Postgraduate programmes, innovative and modern

curricula, insistence on academic discipline and imparting of Holistic Education. It has the rare distinction of being the first

institution in Karnataka to be accredited by National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) UGC for quality

education in 1998. In 2004, UGC conferred Autonomy on the Institution. In 2005, it became the first College in South

India to be reaccredited with A+ by NAAC. UGC identified it as an Institution with Potential for Excellence in 2006.

Professional programmes like MBA, Engineering, MCA and Hotel Management are also approved by AICTE.

In 2008 The Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India declared it a Deemed to be University, in the

name and style of Christ University under Section 3 of the UGC Act, 1956. It was accredited by NAAC with the highest

Grade ‘A’ in 2016.Today, the University offers 48 undergraduate, 47 postgraduate, 16 MPhil and 17 PhD programmes in

humanities, social sciences, science, commerce, management, engineering, education, law, and architecture to over 21000

students from all the states of India and about 60 different countries.

CHRIST (Deemed to be University) is spread across three campuses in Bangalore, Main campus near Bangalore Dairy

circle, Kengeri Campus on Mysore road and Bannerghatta road Campus. CHRIST also has two off campuses at Lavasa

Pune and Ghaziabad NCR Delhi.



EXCELLENCE AND SERVICE

VISION STATEMENT

CHRIST (Deemed to be University), a premier educational institution, is an academic fraternity of Individuals

dedicated to the motto of excellence and service. We strive to reach out to the star of perfection through an

earnest academic pursuit for excellence and our efforts blossom into ‘service; through our creative and

empathetic involvement in society to transform it. Education prepares one to face challenges of life by bringing

out the best in him/her. If this is well accepted, education should be relevant to the needs of the time and address

problems of the day. Being inspired by Blessed St. Kuriakose Elias Chavra, founder of Carmelites of Mary

Immaculate and the pioneer in innovative education, CHRIST University was proactive to define and redefine

its mission and strategies reading the science of the time.

MISSION STATEMENT

To develop a community of socially responsible creative and

enterprising leaders to operate in a knowledge based,

globalized and dynamic world.

CORE VALUES 

• Faith in God

• Moral Uprightness

• Love of Fellow Beings

• Social Responsibility

• Pursuit of Excellence



Institute of Management, which started in the year 1994, constitutes a major center of learning at CHRIST (Deemed to

be University). Institute of Management is rated among the top B-schools in India. It offers a two-year full-time MBA

program with specialization choices in Marketing, Finance, Human Resources, Lean Operations & Systems and

Business Analytics. The Curriculum is designed based on the interface with the industry and is regularly updated to

provide future managers, a launch pad for exciting careers.

Institute of Management also offers dual degree programs with the University of Applied Science, Wurzburg-

Schweinfurt, Germany, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA, and the Western Michigan University, USA.

Over 1,500 students are enrolled in the Institute of Management. The Institute of Management is known for employing

diverse and innovative pedagogic tools in the delivery of its MBA programs. The Institute also offers an MPhil program

in management.

The University has received ‘A’ accreditation from National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) and has

made many membership and collaboration with organizations such as Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), Quality

Circle forum of India (QCFI), International Institute of Business Analysis (IIBA), Indo- American Chamber of

Commerce (IACC), Indo- German Chamber of Commerce (IGCC).

Institute of Management has also made tie ups with many International Universities for their students to have an

opportunity of international exposure such as Western Michigan University (USA), Virginia Commonwealth University

(USA), University of Applied Sciences Wurzburg- Schweinfurt (FHWS)- Germany.

Institute of Management, 

CHRIST (Deemed to be University)



INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT, CHRIST (DEEMED TO BE UNIVERSITY) 

CAMPUS

The university campus with lush green gardens, sun-lit kiosks, shaded walkways, and parks such as the pebbles park and the

birds’ park, present a serene atmosphere ideal for academic pursuits. The strategically located buildings contain state of the

art auditoriums, spacious classrooms, well stocked libraries, air conditioned seminar halls, panel rooms, conference halls,

assembly halls, health clubs, kiosks, cafeterias, hostels, a bank, 21 students’ welfare center and computer labs with internet

facility. A four-storied library- knowledge center is open exclusively for the Masters and Research students and it has

collection of 25000 books and journals/periodicals.

The University’s library houses National and International magazines, periodicals, books, journals and research papers and

database like EBSCO Prowess, Proquest, EIS data, JSTOR, India Trade and Industry analysis services are some of the

research tools that have been made available for the value addition to the students. Institute of management has exclusive

labs offering access to IBM, SAP, SPARX systems and the PROWESS database. CHRIST (Deemed to be University) has

consistently won the Best Campus Award instituted by the Bangalore Urban Art Commission for more than a decade. Hostel

facilities for both boys and girls who are resident scholars are being provided in both the campuses. It boasts of top-notch

infrastructure; distinguish faculty, gifted students and exceptional thinkers

The campus in Kengeri has six academic blocks including the seminar complex that can accommodate 135 participants and is

also Wifi enabled. This infrastructure is sure to give a fillip to the local Kengeri economy and the Bidadi Industrial area. It

also boasts of a robust RWH (Rain Water Harvesting) facility comprising of a sewage treatment plant and reverse osmosis

water treatment plan. The campus in Kengeri is the best of its kind with an idealistic shift for B-school education

environment. It has been acknowledged by students as the perfect learning space for business graduates at Bengaluru. The

campus also boasts of world class auditorium and an open auditorium with acoustics and graphic controls that can seat 2500.

In short, the Christ University campus at Kengeri is one which every B- School student would dream to be associated with.

The last five decades have borne witness to the distinctive tradition and value system of a Christite. On the road ahead, the

trails might be endless but the possibilities are limitless.



PERCEPTION

VICE CHANCELLOR

The greatest danger in times of turbulence is not the turbulence itself, but

to act with yesterday’s logic. Keeping up with the times and trends in an

ever changing world has become essential for growth and success, and

thus, creativity, new perspectives and continuous evolution are the need of

the hour. Organizations look for candidates with eclectic skills and

competencies in order to excel in a world that is growing increasingly

competitive, where competition is overcome with smart, innovative and

ethically right ideas and human resources. Catering to this need, CHRIST

University has created a blend of classroom learning and hands-on

experience where future influencers hone their skills to meet challenges

with confidence, utilize opportunities, and meet the rising needs of

innovation. Apart from intellectual needs, the University also ensures the

holistic development of students by laying a strong foundation of values,

integrity, and a sense of social responsibility. This holistic transformation

sets Christites apart from their peers elsewhere.

On that note, I welcome you to placement 2019-20 at CHRIST (Deemed to

be University). Congratulations and Good Wishes to the students aspiring

to climb the ladder of Success!

-Dr Fr Abraham Vettiyankal Mani



PERCEPTION

DEAN

CHRIST (Deemed to be University) was declared the Number One Private

University in India by India Today in their last such survey (2017), and celebrated its

Golden Jubilee last year. It is fitting that CHRIST was the only university in Asia on

which Harvard has published a case study recently. Institute of Management is

entering the 25th year of our MBA programme, and is dedicated to grooming socially

responsible, creative and entrepreneurial business leaders. It is therefore with

immense pleasure that I introduce the 2018-20 batch of MBA students. We are

fortunate to be part of a university with a unique culture that emphasizes holistic

development and values of excellence and service. Our students are therefore

encouraged to take an innovative approach to solving business problems,

demonstrate contextual awareness while operating in a global environment and be

sensitive to societal issues that impact business and industry.

Our strategic themes are Sustainability and Artificial Intelligence/Digital. This is

reflected in the curriculum, with core courses such as Integrated basics of

Sustainability, and electives such as Sustainable Business Management, Analytics as

relevant to each specialization, Business Analysis, Digital Transformation

Technologies, and Artificial Intelligence for Managers. All students also engage in a

social concern project based on service-learning principles, whereby they apply their

management skills to NGOs at large.



PERCEPTION

DEAN

CHRIST is probably among the few universities in India to have implemented service learning at the university level. Unlike

many other standalone B-schools, we are part of a university and this informs our curriculum, whereby research based

assignments are part of every course throughout the MBA curriculum. Students are also encouraged to take up Master

Thesis, under the guidance of faculty. This has resulted in knowledge co-creation, with our students not only presenting

papers and case studies at our own National Student Conference – Connaissance and National Case Study Conference

Cognosco, but also at several International Conferences, and publishing in reputed journals. The Two year MBA program

of the Institute of Management thus has a rich blend of academic rigour and innovative pedagogy that is continually

updated to meet the changing market requirements.

At the heart of our experiential teaching learning process is the use of experiential lab based approach, Harvard simulation,

Harvard case studies and case studies from other leading case originators. Research in traditional areas such as Finance,

Economics, Marketing, Human Resources as well as emerging areas such as sustainability and artificial intelligence adds to

the depth of our program delivery, with research articles by our own faculty being included in the pedagogy. We also ensure

that 10% of each course is delivered by industry practitioners, thereby enhancing the industry readiness. Our flexible choice

based curriculum allows students to opt for specialization courses that are aligned to their interests and career aspirations.

In addition to the rigorous academic program, CHRIST is very well known for its wide variety of co-curricular and extra-

curricular activities. The students participate in co-curricular activities such as Organizational Structure Training, Industry

Internships, Live Projects, Corporate Interfaces and B-Plan competitions. They also experience extra-curricular events such

as outbound training, the University-wide Blossoms, and intra and inter B-School fests. This exposure we believe, not only

gives our students tools to solve business problems, but helps to develop a holistic personality that will help them to

contribute effectively to business transformation. I welcome you to our campus and look forward to your participation in

our campus placement program and collaborate closely to groom socially responsible, creative and entrepreneurial business

leaders.

Dr. Jain Mathew

Dean



PERCEPTION

DIRECTOR PLACEMENTS

Institute of Management, CHRIST (Deemed to be University) is ready with

its batch of 2020 students in carrying forward the legacy of building industry

adaptive managers .We encourage students to be inquisitive and hungry for

knowledge and embrace responsibilities. The holistic molding

transforms our students into balanced, ethical and socially responsible

individuals. We believe this brochure will give you a glimpse of our

program and illuminate our diversity and commitment to Excellence and

service. We cordially invite your prestigious organization to be a part of our

campus placement 2019-2020.

-Mr.Joseph Mampilly

Director-Placements and Corporate Relations



TALENT TIME’35  2019

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 

STUDIES CUSAT, KOCHI

OVERALL WINNERS

YUKTI 2019

THIAGARAJAR SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT, 

MADURAI 

OVERALL WINNERS

PRAGATI 2019

AMRITA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, 

COIMBATORE

OVERALL WINNERS

QUEST 2019

XIME, KOCHI

OVERALL WINNERS

SYNECTICS 2018

KRISTU JAYANTI SCHOOL OF 

MANAGEMENT, BANGALORE

OVERALL WINNERS

ETTIN 2018

JUSTICE K S HEGDE INSTITUTE OF 

MANAGEMENT, MANGALORE

OVERALL WINNERS

ACHIEVEMENTS



ACHIEVEMENTS

INFLORE 2018

RAJAGIRI CENTRE FOR BUSINESS STUDIES 

, KOCHI

OVERALL WINNERS

TIECOONS 2018

JAMAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, 

TIRUCHIRAPPALLI

OVERALL WINNERS



OUT BOUND TRAINING

At CHRIST (Deemed to be University), the MBA program strives to scale beyond the mundane curriculum and

pedagogy of classroom lectures by imparting critical management skills to the students. The Out Bound Training

program, designed for the first year MBA students, encourages students to understand and practice an exhibition

of work with group dynamics, and facilitates other developmental processes such as team building, leadership

qualities and decision making, through both physical and mental activities. This program exposes students to

outdoor adventurous activities like rappelling, trekking and cave exploration. Scheduled at the beginning of the

first year, this program is instrumental in breaking the ice amongst students, and also evokes a sense of

sportsmanship spirit as they work in teams.

CONNAISSANCE

‘CONNAISSANCE’ synonymous to Knowledge in French Language, is a National level paper presentation event

for post graduate commerce and management students. Connaissance is well received across the country, as

witnessed by the quality and number of research papers received in the past. This is the tenth edition of

Connaissance. Business as we know it has changed drastically in the past few years. Many businesses, both large

and small, have adopted innovative business practices to attain global competitiveness. With advancement of

technology, artificial intelligence, big data etc., businesses are transforming themselves by innovating their

operations to sustain in the environment of VUCA (Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity and Ambiguity)

USHUS

USHUS is the the national level inter-collegiate management fest organized by Institute of Management,

CHRIST (Deemed to be University) for Post Graduate Management students to test and sharpen skills, push

limits and pull the strings of imagination. Ushus signifies the genesis of ideas that start a challenging

journey. Every year, the Fest is graced by participants and judges from all over the country. Young enthusiasts

try to outperform one another and give true meaning to the saying "May the best man win." The theme of

USHUS 2019 was ORCHESTRA", which took the contestants on a journey of business battles to show their best

in the areas of Marketing, Finance, Operations, Human Resources & Business Analytics in order to emerge as

victors. The fest took place at City Campus, CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Bengaluru on the 22nd & 23rd

November 2019.

EVENTS



CHRIZELLENCE

It is the Internal Management Fest organised by Institute of Management CHRIST (Deemed to be

University), to identify and honor our talented students who go on to represent the institute at national

and international levels. The fest exposes students to real business challenges and gives an open

platform for all first year students to perform and showcase their potential in their areas of interest. It

was organized on the 7th of August in Kengeri Campus and on 8th of August 2019, in Main

Campus. The theme for this year was Erebus - The essence of darkness or rather, The Underworld.

This fest is designed to simulate the elements of pressure and rigor, displayed in aspects matched by

Erebus.

BLOSSOMS

The heart and soul of a successful company is creativity and innovation. Blossoms, an annual inter-

deanery competition conducted at CHRIST (Deemed to be University), offers students a platform to

outshine their creative nerve. Every year, students of Institute of Management imbibe the university

culture and step forth to prove their girth in areas of creative interest like Art, Music, Theater and

Dance. Resolutely, they compete with students from other deaneries, facilitating a healthy transfer of

knowledge and building networking skills. This year, Blossoms witnessed an overwhelming response

from the students at CHRIST (Deemed to be University) as they marched forth to prove themselves

through innovation and creative thinking.

BACK TO SCHOOL

Year after year, Institute of Management, CHRIST (Deemed to be University), through their senior

students, organizes “Back to School” to informally welcome the freshers into the Christ family. A fun-

filled atmosphere accompanied by an entertaining theme, encourages the first year: students to put up

an engaging show, giving them a platform to work in unison with their batch mates and exhibit their

extraordinary talent. The event culminates with announcement of the Mr. and Ms. Fresher and the

overall wining section for the year.

EVENTS



ALTIUS

As someone rightly said, “You can’t win unless you learn how to lose”. No curriculum is complete until the

participants are prepared to fearlessly face the race. Altius is an annually conducted intra-department

sports extravaganza, that urges students to put forth their best foot for the need. An assortment of sports

events ranging from Throw ball, Football, Cricket and Basketball, alongside the traditional athletic events

are the hallmark of the event. With students proudly sporting their class jerseys and cheering their

classmates, Altius remains not just an event, but a magnificent spectacle.

PIONEER

Pioneer is the entrepreneurship cell that began in the year 2002 as vision of Institute of Management,

CHRIST (Deemed to be University), to promote the entrepreneurial spirit in young minds and encourage

them to live their dreams. A number of workshops, seminars, panel discussions and Inter-College business-

plan events are conducted to foster the entrepreneurial spirit of the students helping them boost their

business plan and enabling them to carve their own niche in the market.

CENTER FOR SOCIAL ACTION- CSR KARMA

With being a successful professional, comes great social responsibility. At CHRIST (Deemed to be

University), the CSR activities arouse a sense of social responsibility among the upcoming managers. The

activities focus on aiding fellow beings and other stakeholders towards building a virtuous society and

sustaining the environment around them. The club helps students identify their strategic role beyond the

typical conventions of social work, by fixing social responsibility onto a management framework. Some of

its activities include, waste management, sponsorship and fundraising for the less fortunate in the society.

Students at KARMA are perfectly aligned to the values of engagement towards society, making them not

just good managers, but also socially responsible individuals. The club sponsors education of 70 students

each year which keeps on every year.

EVENTS



SPEAKERS’ CLUB

Public speaking is one of the most important forms of communication for a B-School graduate. At

Institute of Management CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Speakers’ Club is one such

platform that provides for opportunities for communication by engaging future managers in

developing their oratory skills with strong conviction. We believe that this will definitely enhance

their overall personality. The Speakers’ Club of IMC specifically focuses on oratory communication

& soft skills development of the students through various activities. The club conducts events and

activities like debates & discussions, extempore speeches, elocution contests, public speaking

workshops/seminars, expert-talk sessions, team events, inter-class competitions, etc to name a few

through out the year. All activities of the Speaker's Club are in alignment with the objective of

enhancing important communication skills which is a mandatory requirement to function and

succeed in the business world.

QUEST CLUB

The Quest Club is an initiative taken by the Institute of Management CHRIST (Deemed to be

University) to enable its students to share and spread knowledge. The club is dedicated for

organizing quizzes and sharing information. Quest acts as a platform for students to experience the

sheer joy of jogging one's grey cells, exercising one's curiosity, connecting the dots, thinking out-of-

the-box, arriving at an answer and expressing it creatively within split seconds. Inter-Section quizzes

are conducted. INTERROGANTE is the institute's flagship quiz event conducted every year which

is a national level corporate quiz conducted by The Quest Club where participants from various

colleges and corporate houses participate.

EVENTS



FACULTY LIST

AMIRTHA R 

ANIRBAN GHATAK

ANIRUDDHA OAK

ANURADHA A

APARNA R HAWALDAR

ARCHANA SINGH

ARCOT PURNA PRASAD

ARTI ARUN KUMAR

ARUNA B

BARKATHUNISSA A

BIKRAMADITYA GHOSH

BINTO KURIEN

DILIP CHANDRA S

DIVAKAR G M

ELANGOVAN N

FERNANDES JOSEPH MARCELLUS 

GANESH L

GEORGY P KURIEN

HEMALATHA R

JAYANTA BANERJEE

JEEVANANDA S

JOEL GNANAPRAGASH T

JOSEPH DURAI SELVAM J

KANNIKA NIRAI VAANI M

KAVITA MATHAD

KAVITHA R GOWDA

KERENA ANAND

KRISHNA M C

KRISHNAKISHORE S V

KUMAR D N S

LAKSHMI PRASAD V N

LAKSHMI SHANKAR IYER

LATHA RAMESH

MALINI V NAIR

MANOHAR KAPSE

MBA 

MBA, MPhil, PhD

PGDM (A)

MBA, MA, MPhil, PhD

MA, PhD, AICAI

MA, PhD

MBA, MTech, MPhil

MA, PhD

MA, PhD

MBA, MPhil, PhD

PGDBM, PhD

PGDM

MBA, MPhil

MBA, MPhil

MBA, MPhil, PhD

MBA

MS, MPhil, PhD

ME, PhD

MA, MBA, MPhil, PhD

PGDM, MPhil, PhD

MBA, MFT, MPhil, PhD

MBA, MPhil, PhD

MSc, PhD

MCA, MPhil, PhD

MA, PhD

MBA, MPhil, PhD

MBA, PhD

FCMA, MCom

MBA, PhD

MCom, PhD

MBA

MBA, PhD

MBA, ACMA, PhD

MS, PhD

MSc, MPhil, PhD

MAREENA MATHEW

NISHA P

PADMANABH B

PAPRI RAY

PRABHA KIRAN

PRIYANSHI GUPTA

RADHIKA VENKATESALU

RAJASHREE KAMATH K

RAMAKRISHNAN N

RAMANATHA H R

REENA RAJ

REKHA HITHA ARANHA

RUPESH KUMAR M

SABA FATMA

SANGEETA MEHROLIA

SANTOSH BASAVARAJ

SATHIYA SEELAN B

SHANKER RAJA RAO

SHEKHAR CHOWDHURY

SHRIKUMAR M

SHRINIVAS PRALHAD TADAKOD

SIRISH C V

SIVAKANTHA SETTY

SONIA MATHEW

SREEDHARA R

SREELAKSHMI P 

SRIKANTH P

SUBBURAJ A

SURESH A S

SWARUPA RANJAN PANIGRAHI

VASUDEVAN M

VEDHA BALAJI

VIJAYA CHANDRAN A R

VILAS B ANNIGERI

MBA, MA, ICWAI

PGDM

MTech, PGDBM, MPhil

MSc, MBA

MBA, PhD

MFC, PhD

MA, MBA

MSc, PhD

MS, PGDBA, PGDCM

MCom, MA, MBA, MPhil, PhD

MBA

MBA, PhD

MBA, PhD

MBA, PhD

MBA, PhD

MBA, PhD

PGDM

PGPM, MSE

MTech

PGDM

LLB, LLM, CA(I)

PGDM

MA, PhD

MBA, PhD

PGDBM, PhD

MCom, MBA, MPhil, PhD

MBA, PhD

MBA, PhD

MCom, MPhil

MBA, MA

MBA

MBA, MPhil, PhD

MBA, PGDA, PhD

MPM, MBA



ADJUNCT FACULTY LIST

ANTONY CRUZ S

ASHISH J SHAH

GURUPRASAD D

JAISSY JOHN

KIRAN KUMAR H

NAGENDRA B V

NARAYANASWAMY R

NILA A CHOTAI

NISHA SHANKAR

PRASHANTH HEBBAR

RADHA KRISHNA GOPINATHAN

RAJASEKHARAN S G

RAMACHANDRAN T S

RAMACHANDR DESU

SANTOSH GEORGE

SATISH KUMAR S

SHRIKANTH C R RAO

SIDDHARTH PANT

SIVANANDAM T

SUBASH C S

SUBHASHINI K

SUMIT SINGH

VEENA VENUGOPAL

VIJAYALAKSHMI R

VENUGOPAL M

MBA, PhD

MBA

ICWAI

PGDM

MBA, PhD

MSC, PGDMM

MCOM, MBA, MPhil

MA,MBA,PGDHRM

MBA, PhD

PGDJ

CA, PGDIM, PGDEL

PGDBM

FCA, MPhil

LLM,PGDEIM

MSW

PGDBM

FCA, CFSA

PGDM

MTech

MA,MBA 

MBA, MPhil

MBA

MBA, MPhil, PhD

MCA, MBA, MPhil, PhD

LLB, MBA, PhD



SUMMER/WINTER INTERNSHIP

The Christ fraternity has immense pleasure to invite You to our Winter/Summer internship program 2019-20. Students will be ready to take up

projects in your organization in areas of marketing, finance, management information system, human resource management and lean operations

and systems.

SUMMER INTERNSHIP

We have master of business administration (MBA), two-year full time program

with specialization in Marketing, Finance, Human resource and Lean operations

& systems and Business Analytics.

MBA (Christ (Deemed To be University)) plus MS business (Virginia common

wealth university, USA) with specialization in Marketing, Finance,

Management information systems. The internship duration of two continuous

months of the above mentioned programs begins from 1st April for all the above

mentioned specialization.

CU – Western Michigan University MBA students will undergo Summer

Internship (SIP) with Industry/Company of their choice in consultation with

their faculty mentor (Faculty guide) for a period of about 90 days during the

months of April to June. However, the students will need a leave of one-week

duration during 3rd/4th week of May for attending visa interviews.

Period of Internship: April 1st to May 30th

WINTER INTERNSHIP

For winter internships, we have MBA Christ(Deemed To be

University)) plus MBA (University of Applied Sciences, Wurzburg-

Schweinfurt, Germany) with specialization in Marketing, Finance &

Operations.

The internship duration of two continuous months for the above

mentioned programs begins from 1st January for Marketing, Finance

& Operations.

Period of Internship: January 1st to 28th February

Students are required to do live projects all around the year if it can be done outside the college hours. We request you to accommodate our students to do

their Internship Projects in your prestigious organization in the area of your requirement.

Do revert to us by phone or email

placements@mba.christuniversity.in

Tel Number: +91 80-4012 9590/9591

MOB: +91 9342508984



SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME 2019-2020
“A glimpse of the companies where our students from each of the Specializations interned”

FINANCE
Allahabad bank 

Anand Rathi

Anmol Share Broking Pvt ltd

Armstrong Capital Advisory Pvt ltd

Ashok Leyland

Avery Dennison 

Bank of Baroda

Baroda Asset Management

Bharti Airtel

Bosch Ltd. 

Canara bank

Deloitte Consulting

Deloitte US

Dunzo Digital

Eastbound Group

Edelweiss

Edureka

Equitor Value advisory

EY

Fernway Solutions Inc.

Finacchi Wealth Management

Finmomemta

Funds India

Geojit Financial Services Ltd

Gilda Venture Capital

Global Group

Golden Egg Financial Services

Grant Thornton India LLP

GSK

Harman (A Samsung Company)

HDFC AMC

HDFC Bank

Hedge Equities

Housing Development Finance 

Corporation Limited

HPSCB

IBM

IC India Pvt Ltd

ICICI Prudential AMC

IDBI Capital Markets and 

Securities Ltd

IDBI Federal Life Insurance Co

IFCI Financial Services

Igarashi Motors India Limited

India Infoline Finance Limited 

Indian Designs Exports Pvt ltd

Indus Towers

ITC Infotech

Jain Matrix Investments

J Marathon Advisory Services

Karnataka Bank 

Karvy Stock Broking

Kotak Mahindra Bank

Larsen and Toubro 

MTR

National Aluminium Company

Power Finance Corporation Ltd

Pramartha

Prequate

Purple Trades

PWC

Rajshree sugars and chemicals

Reliance Industries Ltd

Reliance Securities 

Ricago

Right Horizons Financial 

Services 

Sakthi Finance

SBI Funds Management

Schneider Electric 

SMC Global

South Indian Bank

RINL Steel Plant 

SUD life

Sundaram Finance

Swastika Investmart

SwissRe

TATA Coffee 

The Federal Bank Ltd.

Thomson Press 

Thrive O3 Securities

Treebo Hotels

Trianz

Unilegal Solicitors

Vizag steel plant 

Wise Finserv



SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME 2019-2020

MARKETING

3M 

Aachi Masala Foods

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

Aditya Birla 

Ultratech Cement

Adk Fortune Communications Pvt Ltd

Bajaj Electricals 

Being You

Bharti Airtel

Bisleri International 

Brewhouse iced tea

Britannia

Calyxpod Talent Solutions

CavinKare

Celkon Impex Pvt Ltd

Cholamandalam M S Risk Services Ltd

Compact Innovation Avenues

Crowd Product 

Cycle Brand Pure Agarbatti

Dabur India 

Decathlon Sports

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu India LLP

Dipsters

Dolphin Drycleaners

EY

Farmveda

Firmroots Pvt Ltd

Flutura

Future Business Solutions

Future Group

Genome Labs Bio Pvt Ltd 

GlaxoSmithkline

Godrej Tyson Foods Ltd

Gokaldas Intimatewear

GSK Consumer Healthcare

Hatsun Agro product ltd

Havells India

HDFC bank

Himalaya drug company

Hindustan Coca Cola Beverages

Ignitarium Technology Solutions

INBISCO INDIA

Innaumation Medical devices 

ITC Ltd.

ITC, ABD Division.

J.Walter Thompson

JK Tyre & Industries

Kantar Insights

L’oréal

Laalsa Business insights Pvt Ltd

LG India 

Lulu International Group

Madison World. 

Max Fashion

Mehta Engineers Ltd.

Metro Cash and Carry

Milkbasket

Milma

Mindtree Ltd 

MintM MediaTech Pvt. Ltd.

Modi Revlon

Mondelez India Foods Pvt Ltd

More Retail

Nandi Toyota Motor World

Nestlé India Pvt ltd

Neumann Kaffee Gruppe

Nielsen India

Ogilvy and Mather

Oswal Woollen Mills

OTTO Clothing Pvt ltd

Pepsico India Holdings 

Perfetti Van Melle India.

Pidilite Industries Limited

PiRuby

Pladis Global (United Biscuits)

Positive Food Ventures Pvt Ltd 

Power Tools Division, Bosch

Pro Nature Organic Foods Pvt Ltd

Quick Ride

Raymond Ltd

Reliance Industries Ltd

Reliance Retail

Religare Health Insurance

RubyPixels Private Limited

Ruptub Solutions Pvt Ltd (Treebo

Hotels)



SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME 2019-2020

MARKETING

Whirlpool 

Wildcraft 

Zeven

Zomato

Zoomcar

SAP India 

Sheraton Grand Bangalore 

ShopX

Signify Philips Lighting

Solar Bull Energy

SONY PlayStation

Spar Hypermarket

Spectrum Consultants

SPI Cinemas

Spry social media 

Spry Social Media Management 

Sudha dairy

Superman Energy Drink

The Financial express 

The Upside Story 

Thrive

Times of India

Timios

Ultratech Cement Limited 

Unibic Foods India Private Ltd

United Colours of Benetton 

UrbanClap Technologies

Usha International 

V Guard Industries 

Varun Beverages Ltd

VKC Group Pvt Ltd

Volvo Construction Equipment 



SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME 2019-2020

LEAN OPERATIONS & SYSTEMS

3M 

ADDA

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

Apollo Tyres 

Ashok Leyland

Automotive Axles Limited 

BEML limited

Berger Paints 

Chatpay Commerce Pvt Ltd- Pitstop

Citicorp Services 

City Furnish

Dalmia Cements (Bharat) Limited

Decathlon Logistics

Decathlon Sports

Deluxe Entertainment Services 

Denali Management Services. 

Dharan Rock

DS Group

Eco Rent A Car

EY

Farmveda

Future Group

GatiKwe logistics Ltd.

Godrej Consumer Products limited.

Hindustan Coca-Cola Beverages

IMPEL Exports

India Yamaha Motor

Indoshell Cast Private Limited

Innoverro- Ojas innovative 

Technologies

JSW Steels

Just Energy

Kellogg's India 

Kerala state IT Mission 

Krishna Milk Union

L&T construction equipment

Laalsa Business insights

Lifestyle

Manjushree Technopack limited

Max Fashion

Medicento

Metro Cash and Carry

Mindtree 

NTC Logistics India Pvt Ltd

OYO Rooms

Pantaloons

Pikkol Packers and Movers 

Prok devices Pvt Ltd

Psychotropics India Limited

Renault Nissan Automotive India 

Robert Bosch

Roots Industries India Limited

Sahney Commutators Pvt Ltd

SAIL RSP

Schaeffer 

Schneider Electric

Shakthiman Extrusions Pvt Ltd

Siemens Gamesa 

Stumpp Schuele and Somappa Springs 

Sun Pharmaceuticals Industries Ltd. 

Tata Steel 

TGV Group 

SRAAC Ltd

Tanishq

Titan Watches 

Toyoda Gossei

Toyota Industries Engine India Pvt Ltd

Toyota Kirloskar Motors Pvt Ltd

Tricolite Electrical Industries Ltd.

Visakhapatnam Central

Volvo Construction Equipment

Zoomcar



SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME 2019-2020

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Aveva

Bain & Company

Calvin Klein 

Capillary Technologies

Capital Float Pvt Ltd

ConnectEcho Talent Labs 

Electrotherm

Encovate

Farmveda

Future Group

General Motors

GlowRoad

Gubbi Technologies Pvt ltd

Hach India DHR Pvt Ltd

Hedge Equities 

Hindustan Coca-Cola Beverages 

IBS Software Services

Impetus infotech India Pvt Ltd

ITC Ltd

ITC Infotech

Kalyani Technoforge

Larsen & Toubro

Manipal Health Enterprises 

Marico

Maruti Suzuki

Maxim India Integrated Circuit Design

Mindtree 

MRF Tyres

Mylan

Oil India Limited

ONGC

Randstad 

Reliance Industries Limited

Reliance Jio

Reliance Retail- Footprint Division

Robert Bosch Automotive Electronics India 

Schneider Electric India

Shanthi Gears Ltd.

SREI Equipment Finance Limited

Swiggy

Tata Coffee Ltd

Tata Motors

Tommy Hilfiger 

Ujjivan Small Finance Bank 

Undigit media solutions Pvt Ltd 

VGuard Industries.

Visa Inc. 

Wipro limited



SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME 2019-2020

BUSINESS ANALYTICS

Acer 

Analytics Saves at Work India Pvt Ltd

Bangalore International Airport 

Caspar Technologies Pvt Ltd 

CIEL HR Services

Citi Corp

Elcita

Enparadigm

Exponential Digital Solutions

Farmveda

FedEx 

GAC

GetMyUni

Gfactors

Greencube Global

Grofers

Happiest Minds Technologies Pvt Ltd

HDFC Bank

Intelligent Consumers Products Pvt Ltd

International Skill Development Corporation

Kilobyte Tech Solutions

Kreeda online services Pvt Ltd

Metal and Steel Factory 

MSI Services

Nanoprecise SC Corp

National Remote Sensing Centre, ISRO

P3 Engineering Pvt Ltd

PSN Automotive Marketing Pvt Ltd 

Quberoot Analytics

Roots Industries

Selvitate Technologies Pvt Ltd 

Skill Velocity

Unisys India 

Vibrant Motors ltd

Voylla Fashions Pvt Ltd 

Wipro Technologies











SPECIALIZATIONS



The two year MBA Program specializing in Finance is designed to create well-rounded Finance Professionals through courses offered that are
essential in building comprehensive, contemporary knowledge in finance, besides strengthening their confidence and capability to handle varied job
profiles and career opportunities. The focus is basically on three areas viz., strong conceptual foundation, application of concepts to different business
scenarios and compliance to ethical values in business. Finance specialization offers up to 52 credits across 21 courses, covering two mandatory core
courses, one core elective course, seven mandatory specialization courses, nine specialization elective courses and two add-on courses, spread across
six trimesters. In addition, the Finance Specialization also optionally offers value added courses and open electives as part of the two-year program.

Finance specialization courses broadly cover the areas of Corporate Finance, Financial Markets, Managerial Accounting and BFSI Industry. With
increasing focus on electives, the Finance students choose between Taxation and Business Valuation in fourth trimester; between (a) Project Financing
and Analytics for Finance and (b) Risk Management and Mergers & Acquisitions in the fifth, and between Insurance, Financial Planning & Wealth
Management and Fundamentals Financial Engineering during the sixth trimester. Industry relevant courses such as Econometric Analysis and
Management of Small and Medium Enterprises, are offered as optional value-added courses to help students acquire additional knowledge from the
mandated courses. To encourage students to take up either research or professional courses, we also offer Open Elective Courses in the areas of
quantitative techniques and analysis for Risk Management and Financial Analysis etc.

A strong conceptual grounding coupled with practical hands on classes enables Finance students develop skills that are a prerequisite for a career in
finance. Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation techniques delivered through practical lab based classes help students in imbibing critical skill
sets that would make them industry ready from day one. Advanced Excel workshop help the students further in this aspect, since any corporate career
the Finance domain involves use of excel as an indispensable tool. We also provide opportunities to enhance student’s skills in the areas of Advisory
(Derivatives) and Analytics (SAS).

Students are also actively counseled to take up additional certification exam like “Diploma in Banking and Insurance” for those who are inclined to
take up Banking as a career. Some of the International certificate programs that are recommended for students capable of handling additional
academic workloads, with a higher pay off include, Certified Financial Planning (CFP), Financial Risk Management (FRM) Certified Financial
analyst (CFA) and Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE). Certifications such as National Institute of Securities Manager (NISM) sponsored by NSE are
popular among the Finance students who see it as a shot in the arm during placements.

Apart from the mandatory six week Summer Internship Project (SIP), the Finance students are required Live projects during their free hours to build
on exposure to the corporate world already gained during the internship. Typically, students visit banks, equity broking houses, financial advisors,
manufacturing companies, VC & PE companies to broaden their experiences that would help them understand the nuances of these businesses.
Emphasis is laid on the importance of Current Affairs and economic numbers to track the outside world on a continuous basis to develop multi-
dimensional views on disparate issues. Opportunities to publish periodic finance newsletters ‘Chaanakya' and ‘Nishka’ improve their writing skills and
articulating their understanding of the Finance world.

At the end of the two year MBA program, a student who has taken up the Finance specialization builds on strong conceptual knowledge, more than
adequate skills and desired confidence in the area of Finance to get a head start in his or her chosen career.

FINANCE



HUMAN RESOURCES

“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest” – Benjamin Franklin

The two year Human Resources (HR) program offered by the Institute of Management primarily focuses on the art and science of managing 

people: the Human Resource Capital of an organization.

Essentially, the purpose being to make them well rounded business partners who are equipped to be efficient enough to contribute in the 

development of individuals and the organization. The major thrust areas of the HR program offered at our institution range from the following: 

Talent Acquisition &amp; Retention, Training &amp; Development, Performance Management, Employee Counselling, Labour Laws, HR

Analytics, Compensation Management, Organization Change &amp; Development, Leadership and International HRM. These domains keep 

pace with the changing dynamics of the market and industry trends while emphasising on an organization’s greatest resource:

its workforce.

Students are actively engaged in other academic exercises that range from an array of practical and theoretical activities relevant to the current 

corporate environment. They are encouraged to express their views through the HR Newsletter with the objective of facilitating thinkers and 

writers to voice out their opinions. Several add-on workshops include NLP, Transaction Analysis, Psychometric Testing, HR Automation, 

Competency Mapping workshop, SPSS, advanced excel and Alyuda neuro – intelligence excel tool. These certifications are instrumental in 

developing the skills relevant to critical areas of operation in addition to complementing and aiding the conceptual knowledge that they imbibe 

during the two-year program.

Summer Internship Projects (SIP) offer corporate work culture experiences where students undertake projects for a period of two months. The 

SIP provides an opportunity to apply tools and techniques that are part of the course – curriculum along with exposure to the latest tools and 

techniques used in the industry. The learning seamlessly reinforces and augments classroom learning.

The HR Specialization aims to transform an HR student in to a ‘holistic and people sensitive HR professional.



MARKETING

The two-year MBA program specializing in marketing aims to groom students to embrace challenges in the industry through various roles and

positions in the marketing. This is made possible by a robust blend of sound conceptual knowledge and relevant exposures to marketing roles in

the industry.

Imparting marketing knowledge begins with an understanding of fundamentals of customers, business markets, marketing strategy and

marketing environment. Students are also exposed to specialised subjects, among others, such as Service Marketing, Sales and Distribution,

Marketing Research and Analytics, Consumer Behaviour, Branding and Advertising. While some courses strengthen the fundamental concepts

of marketing, few courses like Marketing Research equip students with tools to mine insights and courses like Digital Marketing and Retailing

help students gain specific knowledge about the sector and the New Media. The specialisation also ensures that the students of Marketing gain

a CEO’s perspective of Marketing, and marketing’s primary role as a business builder in turn influencing decisions in other key areas such as

Finance, Operation and Human Resources.

Marketing also offers choice based courses which lets students choose from the elective bucket. The specialisation offers 10 core courses in

marketing, 4 choices based courses, an internship in marketing and 5 value added courses amounting to a total of 37.5 credits distributed

between core courses, choice-based and value added courses. The pedagogy of the course is largely through learner-centric methods like case

studies, Harvard Simulations, experiments in retail lab, role plays and projects. The program also encourages students to undertake live

projects.

Project based experiential learning have converted certain select courses from traditional exam based assessment to continuous assessment

based on project undertaken by students. This apart, students engage with various companies over six weeks for summer internship project

(SIP). This exposure emphasizes the importance of concepts and its application in the real world to problems and situations. Industry

practicum and Master Thesis in marketing provide more opportunities to broaden and even deepen both outlook and knowledge in the

Marketing domain.

Student club activities are integral to the two year Marketing program. These club activities are designed to encourage students to

ideate, design and organize activities to test their knowledge and skills by actively interacting with several senior corporate guests. The students

design and publish a quarterly newsletter that consists of articles authored by them, marketing trivia and several other interesting aspects

relating to the marketing profession. Furthermore grooming of the students by faculty mentors, conclaves, symposium, placement related

counselling and training helps the students become conceptually sound, skilled and equipped for careers in marketing.



LEAN OPERATIONS AND SYSTEMS

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

• Business Analysis and Business Process Management (BPM).

• Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) – with hands-on training on Materials

Management (MM), Procurement Planning (PP) and Warehousing modules of SAP

• IT Services Management, based on ITIL & COBIT

• Digital Transformation Technologies including Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence &

Machine Learning, Augmented & Mixed Reality, Robotic Process Automation &

Robotics etc.

• Agile Management of Software Projects

• Managing IT Audits, Risks & Controls, based on CISA & CRISC

• IT Leadership & Governance

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 

• Project Management – in typical infrastructure, manufacturing and 
service sectors.

• Total Quality Management – QC tools, QA and Quality Management 
Systems.

• Lean concepts for application in both Manufacturing and Service 
sectors.

• Supply Chain Management and International Logistics.

• Service Operations Management.

• Sustainable Operation Management - Formulate and implement 
business responses with regard to environmental protection and 
sustainability.

Business enterprises of today require committed leaders and talented managers, who can innovatively enable industry to achieve its goals while taking

care of the larger responsibility to the society. To meet this challenge, Institute of Management, Christ University, Bengaluru, introduced the ‘MBA in

Lean Operations & Systems, a unique course enabling graduates to acquire knowledge and expertise on various concepts of two specialized domains -

systems management as well as operations management.

Under the two specialized domains, through a combination of core and elective course,

students of MBA in Lean Operations & Systems gain knowledge and expertise in the following areas::

Besides these courses, every student attends a four-day workshop on Lean-Six Sigma conducted by KPMG and on successful completion, obtains Green Belt

certification. Students also attend certified courses on SAP modules and workshops in Lean, MS Projects, SAP modules, Advanced Excel, SQL, and R.

Students also take up Summer Internship Projects (SIP), Quality Circle Projects (QCP) and Live Projects in organizations of their choice providing them ample

opportunities to apply concepts learnt during the course to real life problems and situations. Students may also opt for an Industry Practicum involving 90 hours of hands-

on industry experience in their final trimester.

A student of MBA Lean Operations and Systems is an ideal candidate for taking up any role in the areas of Systems Management, Operations, and Supply Chain

including Logistics. They can serve in any industry/sector, which looks for improvements in Business-IT alignment and Operational Effectiveness. Students can also don

the role of Business Analysts, ERP consultants, IT Managers, Governance, Risk domains, IT Services and Operations Managers, IT Auditors, Lean implementers and

Service Operations Managers to design, implement and sustain improvements in various business processes and systems.



BUSINESS ANALYTICS

The two year MBA program specializing in Business Analytics is designed to deliver sustainable, data driven decision makers through applied and research-

based teaching methodologies that meets the prospects of industry. Business Analytics students are being prepared to become sensible management

professionals to conquer the cut throat competition with the gained analytical competence.

Focus areas of Business Analytics include Relational Database, Business Intelligence, Machine Learning techniques of Supervised & Unsupervised Learning,

Text & Social Media Analytics, Big Data Analytics & Artificial Intelligence concepts. Students are imparted with working knowledge & competency of tools

like MS-Excel, R, Python, Oracle SQL, ML Studio, IBM Cognos, Tableau, Power BI, Qlik View among others. Courses are delivered with the right blend of

technical and business/domain knowledge by well-trained faculties in order to develop analytical and critical thinking skills of students.

Business Analytics students undergo courses on Basic & Advanced Statistics, Relational Data Base Management concepts with SQL, Descriptive &

Predictive Analytics, Artificial Intelligence concepts with case studies, Business Intelligence & Visualization with IBM Cognos, Text & Social Media

Analytics, Big Data Analytics, Applications of Analytics in functional areas to strengthen domain knowledge to name a few. Courses related to Machine

Learning are driven through R & Python. Students are trained in Dashboarding & Story Board creation through Visualization tools.

A two month long Summer Internship Project exposes students to real life Industry problems to be solved using Machine Learning & Analytical techniques.

Students take up a mandatory five month long Capstone Project which is the culmination & application of the techniques learnt during the MBA program to

solve business problems.

Mentoring sessions are conducted to identify and enhance the various skill sets of students with respect to communication skills, personality development

along with their conceptual understanding of Analytics topics. Industry visits give them exposure to the real-time working of the Industry. Students are

exposed to Seminars and Guest Talks on current topics by experts from Industry on a regular basis. Panel Discussions & Workshops enlighten students with

current industry relevant inputs while handling various tools & adopting novel techniques.

Students undergo Certification from IBM on Cognos, Amazon Cloud & Qlik – Visualization. Workshops they undertake include Creation of Chatbots,

Advanced SQL & VBA Macros. Participation in Hackathons, presenting paper in conferences, solving problems from Open Data sets like Kaggle are some of

the other activities students indulge in. The Quarterly newsletter “Data Geek” enables students to articulate their innovative ideas and share the techniques they

had adopted while solving business problems through ML techniques.

Some of the key skills a Business Analytics student possesses include problem solving, analytical, critical thinking and research bent up of mind. At the end of

the two year MBA program students are trained to take up roles such as Data Translator, Data Analyst, Business Analyst, Functional Analyst, Market Analyst,

Market Researchers, Quantitative Analyst, Predictive Modelers & Big Data Analyst.



The Institute of Management, Christ (Deemed to be University) offers a dual degree programme in business and management in collaboration with

University of Applied Sciences, Wurzberg-Schweinfurt(FHWS), Germany. This is a unique program where students are awarded masters of business

administration degree by FHWS, Germany and a MBA in Finance/Marketing /Lean operations & systems by Christ (Deemed to be University),

Bangalore. The CU-FHWS management program is uniquely designed to give students a combination of exposure to Europe way of doing business

coupled with knowledge and nuances about business practices of emerging markets-India. The teaching is facilitated and led by professors from CU

and FHWs primarily adopting participant centre learning pedagogy. Students spent the flat two trimesters in Bangalore where they are introduced to

subjects related to fundamental management principles and practices.

This is followed by courses thought by professors from FHWS, Germany from whom students learn aspects of cross cultural people management,

leadership and international operations. For due next 6-8 weeks students engage themselves in industry internship to gain exposure to how concept that

they have learned in classroom gets translated to decisions in the industry. Students develop a project report aiming at providing actionable

recommendations to capitalize on the organization’s available opportunities.

Students travel to Germany to pursue courses for further 6 months in FHWS, Germany. In Germany they are exposed to many courses ranging from

international business strategies to futuristic business models/ practices. Students are provided ample opportunities to visit and interact with various,

corporate houses and industry such as BMW, Mercedes Benz, FAG and many more as a part of their course work. All the learning required will

culminate in the development and submission of master thesis that students will engage in with guidance from professors in Germany. Students then

come back to CU to complete their courses on specialization and graduate as MBA(FHWS) and MBA.

Students from CU-FHWS program have so far been successful in getting placed both within India and abroad (predominantly Germany) with

interesting and scalable role across industries. The exposure they receive from this dual degree program has proved to be valuable among the

corporate. Students placement are largely seen in the following industries automobile and automotive, infrastructure, precision engineering, advertising

and corporate communication in Germany; real estate, banking, hospitality, IT, consulting, FMCG in India.

MBA  (CU, INDIA), MBA  (FHWS, GERMANY)



MBA  (CU, INDIA), MS  (VCU, USA)

The program offers the option to receive dual degree of MBA from the Christ (Deemed to be University and an MS Degree from Virginia common

wealth university, USA, through credit transfer facility. Students spend the initial 12 moths at the Christ ( Deemed to be University) main campus, and

complete the entire 1st year MBA curriculum including internship. Thereafter students spend another 3 months at Christ (Deemed to be University)

main campus and are taught by faculty from Virginia Commonwealth University, USA. Students then go to USA and study at the VCU campus for a

duration for 9 months. The students upon successful completion, will obtain two degrees from the two universities with an international exposure to

USA. The student will be eligible to apply for OPT (Optional Practical training) 9months in USA.

The VCU School of Business, Virginia, USA ranks in the top five percent of business schools worldwide due to its AACSB International accreditation.

From its foundation in 1937, The VCU School of Business has maintained strong connection with the vibrant business community and offer a wide

range of programs at the bachelor’s, master’s, certificate and doctoral levels. VCU’s status as top urban, public research university allows students to

make cross-disciplinary connections while pursuing their passion within the business.

At the VCU campus, students opt for any one of the following three concentrations available in the MS program.

1. Master of Science in Business with Global marketing management concentration.

2. Master of science in Business with concentration in Finance

3. Master of Science in Management Information System with Information risk, security and Assurance concentration.

4. Master of science in Decision Analytics

The Master of Science in Business with a global marketing management concentration offers students the opportunity to concentrate their studies in

two related areas. Marketing management and global business management. Students of this master of Science degree program prepare themselves for

ever increasing global nature of business and will be well suited for challenges in international marketing management.

The Master of Science in business with concentration in Finance is primarily designs for students who possess as undergraduate degree in business.

The program prepares students for taking up jobs in investment banks, equity research firms, banks and financial institutions especially in the risk

management areas and other financial sector jobs.

The Master of Science in information system with concentration in Risk, security and assurance is primarily designed for students who possess an

undergraduate or graduate degree with some experience in some information technology related subject areas. By specializing in risk, security and

assurance, students will gain an education in assessing information security risk, developing security policies, defining contingency plans,

understanding compliance aspects and existing international regulation.

The master of Decision analytics provides students with knowledge of the statistical, mathematical and scientific skills and experience necessary to

utilize advanced methods of data analysis for business decision making.



MBA  (CU, INDIA), MBA  (WMU, USA)

This program offers Dual Degree option with MBA from Christ University and MBA from Western Michigan University, USA, through credit transfer

facility. Students will spend the initial 12 months at the Christ University main campus and complete the entire first year MBA curriculum including

internship. Then students will go to USA and study in the WMU campus for a duration of 12 months. The students upon successful completion will

obtain two degrees from two universities in two years with an international exposure of 12 months in USA.

Students enrolling at Christ University for this program will be doing first year of their MBA course at Christ University Institute of Management. The

second year consisting of 7 courses (21 credits) consists of four required courses and three electives from the following disciplines: Finance, General

Business, International Business, Management and Marketing. Students who take all their electives from one area, get a concentration in that area.

Students who take three electives from more than one discipline (e.g., one elective in finance and two in management) will achieve a general business

MBA.

HAWORTH COLLEGE OF BUSINESS, WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, USA (AACSB ACCREDITED)

Western Michigan University is a national research university enrolling nearly 24000 students from across the United States and other countries.

Founded in 1903, it is a learner-centered, discovery-driven and globally engaged public university that stands out among America’s more than 4600

higher education institutions. The university offers bachelor’s, masters and doctoral programs, along with one program leading to the specialist degree

and several others that lead to graduate-level certificates. These programs are offered through seven degree-granting colleges: Arts and Sciences,

Aviation, Education and Human Development, Engineering and Applied sciences, fine arts, Haworth college of business, and Health and Human

services.

Its MBA program appears on Princeton Review’s list of “Best Business School” as one of the oldest and most respected in the state of Michigan. It

prepares graduated to be critical thinkers, effective problem solvers and thought leaders ready to apply their knowledge in today’s global economy. The

MBA at WMU offers a curriculum that is learner centered, discovery driven and globally engaged. The faculty and staff take pride in meeting the

professional needs of students through a rigorous curriculum and flexible schedule for full and part time students. Alumni hold positions in major firms

around the world and are a testament to the strength of the graduate business education offered through the Haworth college of business.



MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION - FINANCE MANAGEMENT

CHRIST (Deemed to be University) is pleased to announce an innovative post-graduate program in
Finance Management offered by the Department of Management studies. The program is intended to
support students who wish to pursue a professional career in the area of finance.

Master of Business Administration (Finance Management) is a two-year (4 Semesters) program,
specializing on various aspects of finance, including financial analysis and control. It also lays
emphasis on relevant areas of Accounting, Taxation, Strategic Finance, Capital Markets and
Investment. The program involves theoretical and case study modules and an internship of 45-60 days
in financial analysis and financial management. The program is designed to meet the global demand
for financial engineers who can understand sophisticated new financial products, model their cash-
flows, price them accurately, using rigorous mathematical and computational tools, and trade and
manage the risk arising from such products.

Students from across the country, from different disciplines, interact and solve managerial problems
in the class. The heterogeneous mix of students, including students with work experience, brings
multiple perspectives to the issues of discussion. The emphasis is on learning from each other through
discussions and by questioning key assumptions. Students work on group projects and are encouraged
to work as a team. They are well versed in soft skills, analytical skills, technical skills and managerial
skills. They are well trained in the various functions of management such as planning, organizing etc.
Thus the campus life of an MBA (FM) student is marked by a host of activities that give students rich
and diverse learning experiences.



PROGRAMME STRUCTURE

I Semester

Corporate Accounting

Contemporary Management

Managerial Economics

Operations Research

Bank Management

Research Methodology

Communication and Soft Skills for Managers

Industry Review Project

Holistic Education

II Semester

Strategic Management

Financial Econometrics

Management Accounting & Control Systems

Financial Management

Business Information Systems Theory Practical

Corporate Law and Governance

Micro Soft Excel and VBA

Social Responsibility Project

Holistic Education

III Semester
Strategic Financial Management

Public Finance

Security Analysis and Portfolio Management

Income Tax Law and Practice

Elective –I Capital Market Operations

Stock Market Operations and Analysis

Bond Market Operations

Elective –II Corporate Finance

Financial Risk Management

Project Appraisal & Financing

Internship

Financial Modelling 

IV Semester

Wealth Management

Marketing of Financial Services

International Finance

Contemporary trends in Finance

Elective –I Capital Market Operations

Commodity Markets & Derivatives

Insurance and Risk Management

Elective –II Corporate Finance

Treasury and Risk Management 

Corporate Tax Planning and Management 

Project

Business Analytics



LIST OF RECRUITERS 2019

ABRL 

Accenture

Acko General

Acxiom Consulting

Adda

Adecco Group

Aspire Systems

Ather Energy

Atkins

Auto Ninja

Bajaj Finserv

Banker Bay

Bata India

Behtar

Bisleri

Bosch

Britannia

CBRE

Century Link

Chaipoint

Citicorp Services Pvt. Ltd

Coffee Day

Collegedunia

Core EL Technologies

Cropin

Cushman & Wakefield

Daimler

Daily Hunt

Decathlon

Deloitte

Emurgo

Envision

EY GBS

EY GDS

F1 Studioz

FCB Ulka

Fincare Small Finance

Flip

Genpact

Global Data

Granite Solutions Groupe

Grant Thornton

Hafele

Hansa Research

Happay Fintech

HCL

HDFC AMC

HDFC Bank

Himalaya Drug Co

Hinduja Global Services

HP

HUL

Hummingwave

Hungerbox

Hyundai

IBM

ICICI

IDFC

IFFCO Tokio

Indglobal

Infoedge

Informatica

Infosys

Inspirage

Intellipaat

ITC Foods

ITC Infotech

JLL

John Distilleries

Jumbotail

Kantar

Karle Infra

Karur Vysya Bank

Kelloggs

Korn Ferry

Kotak Bank

KPMG

Lindstrom

Makexhappen

Mech Mocha

Mindtree

Nineleaps

No Paper Forms

NTT Data

Ocwen Financial Solutions

Odessa

One Plus

OnMobile

Oracle 

Oyo rooms

Perfios

Puranartha

PWC

Quess corp

Quest Gobal

Quinnox

Randstad

Razorpay

Reliance

Robosoft

Roche Pharma

S.Korean Trade Embassy

Sales Force

Samsung

SAP 

Sapiens

Schneider Electric

Shadowfax

Sonata Software

South Indian Bank

Spar

SRF Ltd

Strides Pharma

Swiggy

Swiss Re

Tao Automation

Tata Capital

TCS

Tech Mahindra

Temennos

The Smart Cube

Think & Learn Pvt Ltd

Thomson Reuters

Titan

Toyota Kishor 

TTK Prestige

TVS

Ujjivan Small Finance Bank

United Breweries

VM Ware 

Whatfix

Wildcraft

Wimwi Foods

Yopik


